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They should not be compromised for any reason to go for an incompetent professional usually they find
themselves going for them due to their own personal interests of which sometimes it leads to losses in the
future on the side of the client. He should make sure no noise; provide means of containing the dust and
particles plus smoke produced by the machinery. Because this means that they delegate very many important
duties to their assistants. However, certain occupations or pastimes are so dangerous that they give rise to
heightened standards of care, or even strict liability. The standards of duty are different. While preventative
safety measures may reduce risk to patients using these technologies, effective regulatory-tort regimes also
permit recovery when preventative solutions are insufficient. The quantity surveyor all the same should be
aware of the nature and application of tort in the cause of preforming their duty. For instance, during
construction of a building adjacent to another as mentioned above, the quantity surveyor is supposed to ensure
that the building adjacent is secure by reinforcing its foundation. He is supposed to advise on the most
economical building materials that are to be used to be economical and the same time maintain quality.
Technologies like AI-enabled surgical robots, AI-enabled insulin pumps, and cancer detection applications
hold tremendous promise, yet without appropriate oversight will likely pose major safety issues. The quantity
surveyor is also involved in the tendering process sometimes. There are several factors that have to be
considered for the employer who is the quantity surveyor here to be liable. Again, if evaluated, still the
quantity surveyor responsible for the project itself, though not sued, would be a party of the nuisance and
trespass committed. In this case, the plaintiffs land lied adjacent to a piece of land where a project for the
Kenya pipeline company was being constructed. One way this can occur is when the property owner has an
attractive nuisance. At its inception, MDA preemption aimed to balance consumer interests in safe medical
devices with efficient, consistent regulation to promote innovation and reduce costs. The owners can sue to
seek for damages in case of loss. For example, doctors and lawyers have heightened standards of duty towards
their clients or patients. Without causation, there can be no liability in tort. Furthermore, duty can foisted upon
a person, through no fault of their own. Case summary on trespass and nuisance Duncan Nderitu â€”plaintiff
versus Kenya Pipeline Company and Engineering construction limited. Although preemption remains an
important mechanism for balancing injury risks with device availability, the introduction of AI software
dramatically changes the risk profile for medical devices. The second defendant was the contractor. Due to the
inherent opacity and changeability of AI algorithms powering AI machines, it is nearly impossible to predict
all potential safety hazards a faulty AI system might pose to patients. He has to understand his civil rights
against anyone trespassing on his goods and property. In fact, to the consumer who is unfamiliar with legal
terminology, most torts are referred to as "personal injuries" and are handled by personal injury attorneys.
Quantity surveyors are an example of such parties. In this situation, if the tort has been acted within the above
conditions, the quantity surveyor will be liable. Instead, tort claims are based upon three factors: "wrong, harm
and an appropriate relationship between the injurer's wrong and the harm to the victim" Coleman. His duty to
prevent the harm from an attractive nuisance is higher than his duty to prevent harm in other areas. The thief
stealing the car is an intervening variable, and may serve to relieve the car's owner of liability.


